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while it is not one of the best movies in the recent past, the movie pranayam is still worth watching
for its performances by santhanam and shriya saran. the movie is about a young man's battle with
his passion for dance. he is an extremely talented dancer who lands up working with the famous

name of a big company, but does not like the lives of the dancers there. he is a very good dancer,
but they want him to dance in a particular style, which he cannot do. however, he tries to escape

from them, taking his life to a different level. this beautiful movie also stars jayaprakash, sarika, and
manikka vinayagam. this movie made me think about how easily we neglect the things that are

important in life, just because we want to dance the way we want to dance. the last movie on my list
is nila madu kaadhal. this comedy is one of my most favourite movies in the recent past, which
showcases the life of a group of girls, who have dreams of being kollywood actresses. the movie

starts out with sivakarthikeyan, who wants to become a famous actor, and anuja menon, who wants
to become a famous model. then they both fall in love, but neither of them have the courage to talk

to each other. one of the girls lives on her dreams, and the other girl knows that her dreams will
come true. she does not care for the girl who lives on her dreams, even though she is her best

friend. through the course of their friendship, the lives of these two girls change, and both the girls
find out that life is not so easy. so, if you want to enjoy a realistic feel-good comedy film, make sure

to watch this one. this movie will make you laugh and will make you think. it was a pleasure
watching it, and i hope that you will have a great time watching the movie, too.
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